
 

 

Subject line: 
 
Data Equivalency with Falcon Lab/Process Pairs 
  
Inside heading: 

Falcon Instrument/Analyzer Pairs: A Case Study in Data Equivalency 
 
Last month we discussed the many benefits of using the Teledyne Falcon Series Ultrafast 
Gas Chromatograph for industrial online process control, including examples where the 
compact Falcon Ultrafast GC (UFGC) was deployed very near the process, even “tucked in the 
pipes.” The obvious benefits are that very difficult sampling problems can be solved easily, with 
very favorable service life and maintenance costs.   

 

 
Falcon Series GC Installed in a Process Tower 

 
But how does the Falcon Ultrafast GC bring benefits to the industrial plant support laboratory? 
 
To answer the question, it is important to understand the Falcon design philosophy. The Falcon 
UFGC was designed, from the beginning, to be a fully capable GC that can go anywhere. The 
Falcon UFGC delivers the same, superior results regardless of the installation site.  
 
With this design paradigm, the user can rightfully view industrial plant support laboratory 
instruments and online process analyzers as virtually identical. The difference -- one is used to 
make the product on specification, while the other is used to validate that the product is on 
specification. Perhaps more importantly, the user is free to select the same analytical device for 
both purposes and both site deployments, deriving all the benefits that arise from that “matched 
pair” selection. 
 
Whether your company subscribes to the latest buzz, “Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things,” or 
just operates an analytical information network, it is absolutely essential that measurement 
systems deliver results that correlate, one to the other, and yield DATA EQUIVALENCY.  
Without that equivalency, the analytical information on the network is reduced to “just so much 
noise.” 
 
When equivalency isn’t obtained, we repeatedly hear: “your process analyzer is wrong,” or “your 
lab instrument is wrong.” These time-wasting discrepancies have been day-to-day realties for 
decades. In fact, when dissimilar technologies are deployed, it is possible that both might be 
“right,” or both might be “wrong.”   

Processing Plant Information Network 

 
Lab Instrument/Process Analyzer Pairs and the Path to Data Equivalency 
 
In analytical chemistry, one of the most difficult tasks to perform is instrument-to-instrument 
correlation. Yet, this is the whole point of ASTM methodologies. This is true for all methods, but 
for the purpose of our discussion it seems almost natural to use the ASTM D7798 ultrafast 
simulated distillation method as an example. 
 
ASTM D7798 passed through extensive scrutiny to confirm that, whenever and wherever the 
measurement is performed in compliance with the method procedure, the user will be within the 
specified precision and bias defined by the method. See “Standard Test Method for Boiling 
Range Distribution of Petroleum Distillates with Final Boiling Points up to 538 °C by Ultra-Fast 
Gas Chromatography (UFGC)” here:  https://www.astm.org/Standards/D7798.htm 
 

 
Falcon Series GC in Lab Configuration (L) & Process Enclosure (R) 

 
Instrument/Analyzer Pair: They are the same! 
 

https://www.astm.org/Standards/D7798.htm


 

 

Because the Falcon UFGC functions at the same high level regardless of placement, the 
Teledyne Falcon Series team views industrial lab INSTRUMENTS and industrial process 
ANALYZERS as PAIRS. These instrument/analyzer pairs have been deployed in refineries, 
employing the D7798 method, and making the total analytical effort coordinated, repeatable, 
reproducible and equivalent, translating into 2-3 times better precision, without bias. This 
accuracy being determined by the parameters of the D7798 method.   
 
The foundation work demonstrating this data equivalency is outlined at this link:  
http://www.falconfast.net/falcon-instrument-analyzer-pairs 
Call or email us for the technical paper text.  
Content at link may not be available using Internet Explorer. 
 
Once the equivalency is demonstrated using the instrument/analyzer pair model, the Falcon 
Series Ultrafast GC instrument is deployed in the laboratory for product certificates of analysis.  
It is calibrated using the standard procedure of running blanks, retention time standard, 
reference gas oil and, if all pass the method criteria, the sequence of unknowns is run. The 
chromatograms are all processed using Infometrix® LineUpTM to produce the “target” files 
installed on the server for the Falcon Process Ultrafast GC analyzer installed in the plant. 
 
Only a blank run is needed on the process Falcon UFGC to validate that the system meets the 
cleanliness test. The aligned retention time standard, reference gas oil and the target alignment 
files from the lab are used in the boiling point software on the Falcon GC server. No fluidic 
calibration standard is required on the process Falcon UFGC. Simply run the blank (no sample 
injection by simply turning the sample valve off in the software). If the total area for the blank run 
is below the maximum area allowed (defined as clean), simply start running the analyzer. The 
results will be statistically equivalent to the lab instrument. 

 
But what if something goes wrong?   
 
The 6-stream Falcon Process UFGC sample system includes an automatic validation capability, 
functionally, a 7th automated stream. A process sample is collected in a pressurized cylinder 
and then analyzed by the Falcon UFGC lab instrument. The boiling range data from this run is 
transmitted to the Falcon GC server. The pressurized cylinder becomes a lab analyzed 
validation standard and is installed on the 7th stream. This sample can be used periodically to 
validate the Falcon UFGC process analyzer’s performance.  
 
The process operators can activate the validation stream from the control room, on demand, at 
any time. As long as the current results on this validation standard are within the statistical 
tolerance of the method, the results of production sample runs will be valid, correct, 
EQUIVALENT, as compared to the lab instrument results and the accepted D7798 method 
tolerances. 

 
What are the benefits?   
 
First of all, confidence in the analyzer network data is elevated, for lab instrument and process 
analyzer measurements alike.   
 
Second, once the two units are properly coordinated, the demand for routine check samples 
can be driven to nearly zero. This affords the plant support lab personnel additional time to 
perform more valuable and more interesting analytical chemical process diagnostics. 
   
Third, as confidence builds the door is opened for producing online process certificates of 
analysis with confidence, again freeing the plant support lab personnel of routine, mundane 
work. 
   
Fourth, operating costs are reduced. Online analyzer calibration standards are generally 
unwieldly and VERY expensive. In the case of D7798, running on the Falcon UFGC, retention 
time standards and the Reference Gas Oil are sold in 2-milliliter sealed glass ampules. Process 
analyzers typically require volumes measured in liters not milliliters. The stored analyzed plant 
sample, described above, also eliminates the cost for repeated plant samples. That cost for one 
user was around $5000 per cylinder refill.  
 
Fifth, and most importantly, the instrument/analyzer pair strategy results in significantly 
increased productivity for lab and process personnel, and substantially increased profit for the 
operation. Even if the lab and process groups are in different reporting structures, working with 
instrument/analyzer pairs will bring enormous profit improvement to the enterprise. In one 
refinery, more precise composition measurement for tighter composition control (± 15°F, 8°C 
down to ± 5°F, 3°C) resulted in profit improvement of about $12 million per month. 
 
Other benefits of the ultrafast, compact Falcon GC for the industrial plant support lab include 
higher instrument density in the typically very tight space allocated to the industrial plant support 
lab; higher throughput leading to fewer instruments needed; simpler operation via automation 
technologies and software; faster turnaround time for quick process check sample results; and 
more.  
 

http://www.falconfast.net/falcon-instrument-analyzer-pairs


 

 

One lab reported that the Falcon UFGC paid for itself in just 30 days, and the only 
considerations were increased speed, reduced space and reduced consumables. No 
consideration was given to process improvement in this cost/benefit analysis. See the 
presentation here: http://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/falconanalytical-net/uploads/Ultrafast-
Simulated-Distillation-in-the-Refinery-Environment-0A40219.pdf 
 
This discussion has been primarily focused on Simulated Distillation. It can be argued that 
Simulated Distillation is the most rigorous of applications for any gas chromatograph, especially 
one used in online process control. However, the benefits of the Falcon matched pair technique 
will prevail regardless of the analytical method employed. The happy difference . . . achieving 
Data Equivalency on less rigorous applications will in fact be . . . less rigorous. 
 
Plus, the Falcon UFGC is the only GC on the market deploying Infometrix LineUp as a native 
tab in the software. The Falcon GC’s built-in Chromperfect® operating software seamlessly 
uses the alignment parameters and the alignment target files. Properly licensed, LineUp 
operation is a simple check box in the software. These smart software features also ease the 
process of achieving data equivalency. 
 

 
 
Capitalize on this . . . 
 
Give us a call or email us to learn more about how your industrial plant support lab can benefit 
from the Lab Instrument/Process Analyzer Pair strategy and the ultrafast, ultra-userfriendly, 
highly durable, practical, reliable, versatile, compact and economical Falcon Series Ultrafast 
Gas Chromatography System. 

http://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/falconanalytical-net/uploads/Ultrafast-Simulated-Distillation-in-the-Refinery-Environment-040219.pdf
http://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/falconanalytical-net/uploads/Ultrafast-Simulated-Distillation-in-the-Refinery-Environment-040219.pdf

